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PURPOSE AND SEARCH STRATEGY

She purpoie_tbis. subject bi liography_is_to:pull_together_receat,_

timely, and readable U.S. aria Texas government documents on the subject

of energy conservation. Through conversations with librarians,'educators,

and my own experiehce with the gengral public in public libraries and

undergraduate students in academic libraries it became apparent that

there was a need for a biliography on the subject of energy conservation
.

. aimed at these user groups. Government documents on the subjects of-

energy and energy conservation run the gamut from publications prepared

. for use by preschool children to those of a highly technical nature which

1410_
can be fully understood only by scientists. The former Te,of publi-

cation As Of little value to the studeflt working on a papaer or the

homeowner 14).10-i6 considering installing,,a.solar'heating system in his

home, While the latter group of documentssis readily accessible to the

user;- bibliographic control'for technical ind_researCh repOrts .is pro
'

vided by a number of both paper and-online indexing and abstracting
'4

services--these documents are of minimal use to the layman.,

There is, howevel-, a wag middle-ground of'excellent documents which
. .

, ! e
.

are both highly informative. and readily understandable by the non-speciaI-
. .

.

..*

-ist. Unfortunately, there it only.ane tool that can be satisfadtorily.
. ,...

',va.,

used for accessing these documents: -the U.S. MontElSr Catalog. The

Monthly Catalog, alas, is-difficult at: best for the uninitiated to use.

This. difficulty is compounded by.-the sh.l'err.alnUnt of material that has

been published on the subject of energy conservation. There are hundreds

P
an hundreds of documents on the stibje t, and stores of citations appear

in each issue of the Monthly Catalo' Sinces1.970. Sifting througlihts
..

mass of sometimes ephemeral, fre;uer tly extremely technical publications

would be apt to cause the' searcher t4 reject documents 'as a source.for-
.

.
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his information. And this would.be unfortunate because doCuments on
V, .

this particular -topic-argenerally_more_accurate,__informative, and_

authoritative than many of the4Crommercial publications. In fact, docu-

ments are frequently.used as the basis for the.commercial publications.

facilitate use of relevant documents by the searcher, this biblio-

graphy has attempted to. bring together.thosedocuments which were con-
.

sidered the best available in terms of information content, clarity,
. ,

and readability for the non-Scientist. The bibliography should Verefore

; be. most useful:: to the high-school student,` undergraduate student, or

A. thd averageperson with an interest in the subject:of-energy conservation

in general,bra specific method of energy Conservation in particaar.
A

The subject of energy conservation is arelatively new area of:ln-:

terest Few. people in. the U.S., and fewer still who publishedanything
I

under the aegisot the U.S. Government, were concerned about the subjedt

before the late 1960's. The Cumulative Index to tile U.S. Monthly Catalog

A 1

1900-1970 yielded a amaller number'of citations that was anticipated, and

,few of them were really the sort that were'needeoil. Itseems that we were

donperned with 'conservation of energy-in the past mainly the War.
., ... , /

. ,
I

There-are many documents on the subject.orpetroleum conservation which-

were designed to help the 'far Effort during World War II./ Most of these.
C

were proc'ess.4bcuments, however,And would not/be readily available to

the searcheOthe numerous'data bases-wlc are concerned with the

subject.of.energy contain documents which are/for the most part of a

technical nature, and were outside the scope of this bibliography. The

most relevant indexing tool fordocuments on'the subject was, the Monthly

Catalog from about 1970 to the present.

This relatively small span ofyears nevertheless .produced.an

credible number o relevant doCument
ft

..The number citations per' year

- .



has increased exponentially over the peri'ed.

a

3

-ait3I-1977 government documents'on the subject of energy conservation
A

V

were published by every wide. ariety of E$ecutive Departments and Agencies.
".... kt .

.-,
. -...

. With-the creation inAugust,1977Of the Departmerit of Energy the vaitous--':i

agencies and subunits .of Executive. Departments concerned with energy were

-centralized within that Department. The Energy Research.and Development

Administration, the FederalEnergy Administration, the Federal Power C66--./.

mission, and the.Alaska, BonneVilleoutheastern, and Southwestern Pire
/1

Administrations were completely,incorporatei into the Departient of

Energy. In addition, some functions of (the BureaU of Reclamation t Interior

Department),; Interstate Commerce Conmission, Commerce Department,HoUsing

anderban DeVelopment,%and the U.SOTavy were shifted to the Depar.tient

of Energy. Fromrlate.1978 on, most of the documents.that are on the

subject-of energy. conservation emanate for the Department of Energy. Mari

. .

of the very technidal-reports, as well as some of the general publications,

still originate from other Eiecutive Departments and Agencies.

Search terms used, indescending order o4 relevance,'wereL energy'

conservation, energy consumption, power resources, energy polidy, !energy
...

.
.

cr/sis, energy plan, solar-enerf, atomic energy, nudlear'energy, geo-,
. .,

hermal energy, thermal energy, heating,- sun,
4'
and .radiant energy..

.1
, .. ...

The documents this-bibliography axle representattve.but are bi:

no-means inclusive, Documents were s lect in lirte with the aboVe-'.

mentioned criteria-that (it) give an gxplanation.of the causesand effects.

of the energy crisis, (2) help cope with the energy crisisby describing
r

conservation and other .measures which can be taken, and (35 describe the.

Sources that are likely to be used in the future to satisfy Zurdemand-

energy.
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Oily those.documents4ublished after 1970 have been included in this

bibliography. The documents published after this date reflect'the

current situation with respect to energy, as well as.the current structure

-of-the government agencies which are concerned with energy. Before 1970

energy conservation measurei were of little-concern to either the public

or the gbvernment, and documents which dealt with this problem were almost

exclusively of a very technical nature.

5
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OVERVIEW OF FINDINGS .>

5

-There is no doubt-that-the energy-, disis is real-. - Demand for energy

is increasing at a rapid'rate and no limit or levelling trend for this

demand has yet occurred. Most of the energy is currently being produced

from petroleum and natural gas.' These resources'are finite, and research

indicates that at expected rates of depletion the reserves of the fuels
. '

will be exhausted ty.midTWentyfirst Century. The energy problem thUs is.

fundamentally one of transition. Major changes must be7made in order .t

accomplish the ehifte)from an oil and gas based economy. to one based in

theshort,term on '.Coal, and ultimately- on renewable, energy sources.

a

Further,,thepe changes must be made _rapidly and in wayd which assure

adequate,protection for the environment.
,

. Ehaargo, of.103 forced a somewhat premature, but in-
.!. .

eAtatile rise in the pri of petroleum products. These prices' will

continue to rise for the forseeable filtUre and will .cause economic_
.

dislocations: such as inflation and spot shortages. There is no end

in sight to this trend because the industrialized nations must depend

on OPEC crude, oii/until theY. are able to'convertto a non-petroleum

based economy..
.

L ,
.

Alternative, non-petroleuM sources of energy are becoming more

economically feasible with the increased cost of production of_petrbleum.-

:Until these new sources or energy are in place there'aretwo levels
_

%overniental and individualon which the energy crisis must be addressed.

On the governmental level,''theNational Energy Act is the vehicle by
.

which s olutionel for the energy crisis are beign sought, This is being

r ,

done through researcp.p,nd development of r4newabIe-energy sources, anlo

%

through conservation.. The major goals of the Act are :.
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1. Reduction of annual growth of U.S. energy: etand to less than
.2 per cent.

2". A redu-4ction of the level of oil importsetoless than 6 million'
barrels per day..

3. Achievement of a:10 p ic ntieduction in gasoline consumption
from the 1977 level.

4. AnAntrease in annual coal production to at least 400 million
tons over 1976 production. ,

5. Insulation of 90 per cent of all American homes and all new
buildings.

6. Use Of,,solar energy in More thAn.2f million homes.

Twelve Federal departments and agencies are conducting approximately

,0)4.0 prOgrams dedicated to energyoutre4ch activities. The majOrity of.

theie programs axe now housed within the Department of Energy but a

number ,of them are. conducted by other. Federal Departments and agencies.

Thegoal of this effort is to get American consumers to use less energy.

'It is on the individual level that the battle to. survive the energy
,

crisis will be won or lost. At leag in the short term, there are many.

things that the individual can 'do which will significantly. reduce:the

amount of2r4checonSumes. Some of these require little effOrt,

some require investment, and some are'simply modifications to the

lifestyle. These changes must,be made in order to avoin chronic energy

and fuel sflortages until the changeover to alternative sources of fuel

can be effected. Whether we as individuals and as- a nation gill make
4
. these changes and conserve energy impOssible to accurately predict.

.?

It is a certainty, however, that the coning years will be very unpleasant

ones if we do not.

1'



ENERGY DOCUMENTS FOR THE LAYMAN: AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
_ _

-BibIiegrathies
_ _ _

While many of the documents included. in the other-sections of thiS'
work have bibliographies appended to them which cite blip government and
often commercial publications, the following documents'are bibliographies
with little_asulompanying textual matter. The first three'are.made up ex-
elusively of.citations to U.S. Government documents..

EA:2811(CP/M8656-01
The Resource File: Practical Publications for Energy Management. Dept.

of Energy. 1978.271 p.

This, is a guide to handbookS, curricular, and audiovisual materials,
on all aspect of energy conservation. The publicationS are generally.1 of practiAl i terest to Ihe,general,public. There are title and keyword
induces. Near y all the publications in the bibliography are available
through'eit er SUNOS or NTIS. . SUDOCS numbers are not included, but the
bibliography does include prices and GPO stock numbers for ordering.-

GA 1.16:En2
GAO EnergyDigest: A Bibliography Issued by the Comptroller General of

the U.S. /977.. 216 p.

op This work brings.togetherall of the available unrestricted documents.
on energy-related matters thatthe:General'Accounting Office has issued,
fromJuly:1972 through March 1977.- The bibliography was. mostly derived
fromGA0 computerized dita.bases.% Entries. often include substantial.ab-
stracts and always tell you where the publication may be obtained. Espee-
ially interesting is.the section.on "Renewable Energy Resources." _Ap-
petdices include major energy legislation, and federal. information sources
and systems on-energy.

CP 3.22/2:009/3
Solar Energy.. U.S. Government Printing Office. 1977 8 p.

This is a GPO Subject Bibliography.The Subject Bibliographies
consist of recent, high-interest materials published by the government
on various subjects. Order information is'conveniently included.

LC j3.9/2:So4
t Selected References
LC 33.9/2:W72.
Selected References

and Technology

on Solar Energy.

on Wind Energy. U.S. Library'of Congress, Science
Division; Reference Section. 1975.

A well-annotated list of materials on. the subjects. These are not
depositorvitems, but are in some libraries as a result of DOGS EX and
similar acquisitions techniques,

7LC 33.10:74-3
.Energy. Crisis: An Overview. Kay Rodgers, Comp

Science and Technology Division, Reference
. U.S. Library of Congress,
Section. 1974-. p.

Good bibliography of both. U.S. and commercial materials on all 'aspectsof the energy situation, both technical and political. Good political, s]Ats.
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Energy Crisis:' 0Yeivibws, Causes,' Explanations, and Projections for the
Future

Here are inaluded'federal'and Texas state docutents which give
information about the past, present, and future qf the energy
shortage'''.

C 1.2:En2/4
CTAB liedommendations for a National Energy Program. Commerce TechniCal

. AdVisory Board', Dept.-
A

The CTAB consisted of members from industry, the scientific community,
and government. The report was desigded to provide an independent source
of\advice for the interagency effort.to'develop,Project IndePendence.- It's
reCommendations,were largely folIoWed. Especially valuable are the :

Board discussions of energy demand and supplifor all types of energy
sourced). ,There are parts. of the report.thatilare rather techniCal but
the eKeOutive summary and charts and:statistical infOrmatiop are clear
and.suCO.inct. Especially good asia research or term paper resource.

.

E 1.9:N38/draft ,

Networks:. How Energy Links'People, Goods and'Services: Grades 4,5:.
, DeptCEnergy,.Tochriical Informatton,,Office: 1978. :.102

of Comierce.. 19.74. 70 16,. graphs.

)6

This document consists of interdis" plihary Atudent/teachermaterials,

. on pnergy,,the environment; and the economy. It is useful beCause there'
' are few comparable comprehenbive works on the topic designed.for this
low reading leyel.

E 1.25:0020
Energy in Focus: Basic Data. U.S. Department of Energy. 1978. 13 p

..

The
,

bookletconsists of data in tabular form onU.S, energy pro-
duction, consurnptioukand prices. The statistics are taken from a !

variety. of sources and illuStrate.the trends in the energy, situation.
The document was produced 'in January, 1978 arid DOE claims that it will
be updated "periodically,." None haVe appeared, as of this, writing but
they' would be worthwhile to look for.

E 1.25:0023
Citizen Workshous.on Energy and the Environment Handbook: Citizen Work-

shops,"a Project of the U.S.D.O.E. 'Dept..of Energy, Offide of
Public Affairs. 1978.. 32 p.Q

A booklet
energy crisis,
to protect the
described, but

wiitten in very simple language about why we have an
and whr we need to-use cleanenergy (not coal or petroleum)
environment. ',The exotic energy sources are briefly
nuclear seems:to be the answer to a maiden's prayer.

. -
E 3,2:G21/2/967,-78

Motor Gasoline'Supply and-Deman d'
36 p.

7-108; Dept. of Emergy. 1978.

Tabular data reviewing historical add present production, imports,
etc. of gasoline and forecasts near-term Supply and demand.

10
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FE 1.2:En2/7/summ.
National. Energy Outlook 1976: Executive Summary. Federal Energy Admini-

stration., 1936, 14 p. color ill._ _

This is the summary volume of the lengthy 1976 National Energy Out-
look. The graphic analyses of projected demands are accurate, but some
pf the conclusions in the report for solving the energy crisis were later
criticited by the Congressional Research Service and the General Accounting.
Office as being overly optimistic. This summary is therefore chiefly of /

,int4rest because it a slick 4-color presentatiOn which can be easily
undergtood by high-school students. Ittshouldmnot /be used alone, however.

,HH 1.2:En2/15/summ..
0Residential Enerx Consum tion Detailed Geo.?. a.hic.Anal sis: Summ

Report. Dept. of Housing and rbah -lopment.. '1977. various
.:pagings.

. 4

'This
e

is the summary volume for a series of reports on residential
,energy use in 11 U.w. ties-(one.of them, Houston, is in Texas). Building
:trends andpractices we identified for single-faMily, townhouse, low-
'rise, and high-rise resi ences.*. The trends and practices were correlated
with energy constiraptiorr i the :cities. Three major conclusions resulted
from the Study-, chief of whichs'that current building practices are

.not'in the best' tere of 'energy conservation.. Ways to improve the
practices7.Cre distussed.

I 1.2:En'2

U.S. Energy, Summary Review. Dept. of the Interior. 1972. 42 p. ill.

This document is one of the earliest that diacusses'the overall
.

energy situation and reportson alternative sources of fuel. It. shows
that, at least Interior, was concerned about "the difficult and serioUs'
energy situation" before the situation became a "crisis."

I 1.2:En2/4/971
U.S. Energy Fact Sheets, 1971 [by states and regionsl. Dept, of the

Interior. 1973. .138 p.

This document consists of a seri?s of tables which giVe coal,
petroleum, natural gas, and nuclear reserves, as well as production and
consumption information by state and region. The tables are straight-
forward. Texas is on pages 96 and 97.

/
1.2tEn2/6/976

.

'Energy Perspectives 2. Dept. of the Interior. 1976. 225 p.
o.

.This is an extremely; document. It consists of maps, tables,
anclgrapbs on nearly all aspects...of the subject, of-energy: resouces,
'consumption, production projections,'etp. are given for the U.S. and the
world.. There are brief explanatory texts accompanying the data so that
they are easy for anyone ta'understand.

--. Prat 3.10:En2
The International Energy Situation: Outlook to 1985. Executive-Office

of the President. 1977:- 184.
.



lb
---ThisbOoiiet was produced by the Central Intelligence Agencyand
concludes that world demand for oil will approach productive capacity
by the early 1980'Sand.exceed it by 1985: Even with conservation*,

ration rg--will-7be-accompIished--through"-_highlitiOes for pet±bliUmy
The'report is written iiiTidain-language and will be understood by nearly.
all age groups.

_ .

PrEX 8.2:En2 = a 1

Energy Research and Development and National. Progress. .Executive Office,
-of the President, Science and. Technology Office. 1976. 437 p.

Mainly, tabular datae.but tables are arranged in a clear and straight-
forward manner. The report gives the breakdownof_the amount of energy
consumed by different states and sectors of the economy. Also includes
energy Used by-large and small appliances and in other partg of the
residential sector.

Y4.EC7:En2/4
Energy Outlook for the 1980'6, study prepared for use by the Subcommittee

. On Zcoeopic Progress. By Dr. W. N. Peach. 1973. 39p. ll.
.

This is a brief and sucdinct report-with an adequate table of con*
tents that-can te-used,as an index, +re is also a list of tables. '.The
heading on the table of contents reads "Energy Outlook for the 1970's"
but this is a misprint. ;The report itself exhibits much more care than did
the typesetter.' Exotic sources of nergy are not-discussed. Non-
competitive practices by the petro enm industries, however, are.

Y4frIn8/4):EM2/9/976-85
, .

1
U.S. Energy and Supply, 1976-1,85: / Limited Options, Unlimited Constraints,

.A Report. By Herman T./-FranSsen, Congressional Research Service.
/1977. 14.6. p.

.

.4

This CRS report deals with-the projected demand and .sources of
energy supply through 1985. The report is critical of the over-opti-
mistic reports prepared by FEA for its "Project Independence." This
CRS report discusses'the following options fah. replacing petroleum as
an energy source: coal, nuclear,/ geothermal, synthetic fuel, shale oil,

\ocean geothermal, and solar. The report also compares and contrasts
(and criticizes) the energy outlook studies made by Exxon, Shell Oil
Co., and MIT. Included-as well are synopses of ,the GAO's, OTA's, and
CRS's analyses of Presiderit Carter's Energy Plan.. The table of con-
tents serves as an. index. /

Y4.In8/4.:Eft2/10

Energy-Information Digest.

This document grovid
resources, consumption, p
and transportation.

(Texas. Documents)

U.S.. Congress. 1977. 210 p.,

`!basic,. summary information on energy
uction, costs, industrial concentration,

G 978.8 En27 o
Texas Energy' Outlook:' The' Next Quarter Century.

1 2-

Governor's @clergy



Adviiory Council., .1.977. 167 p.

;
*G978.8 En270'summ.

,

7

4

Texas .Enet,my Outlook: Executive Summary. 1977. 16 p.
. ,

Through text,. charts,. fand graphs this document forecasts supply
and demand, consumptioxpatterns,,andacosts to consumers of, energy for
the state of yeXag..73ofteattentiOn is also paid to the U.S. as a
whble.

ti

G 978.8 RE:27t.,
Texas Eneee4ATwenty-Five Year History. By Marla' Stevens and Ginny

Cumminest. Governor's Energy Advisory Council. 1977. 156

A mainly tabular treatment of Texas.tnergy resources, and consump-
tisk,- The tables have adequate textual explanation for easy re g.
A od analysis of pre- and'post-1970 energy trends in thv state,

Z UA,220.8 En27r
Energy:Resources of Texas 1976. Bureau of Economic. Geology, University

of Texas. at Austin. 1976. map. t'-'

.:-'
.,. 4:.

This is a color coded.riap showing Alt resources (petroleum, natural
gas, lignite, um, and bituminous coal). are in what regions of Texas.tt4ran.i
It is unfor to that the costs of publishing this map prevented its
being made more widely available.-

-Emu Crisis -- Impacts on Special Groups

110

to

These documents show the direct and indirect impacts of the energy shortage
on subgroups of the population. The documents listed here make it
easier to learn the impact on special groups when the searcher is
more interested in the group than the problem overall. Therb were
very few documentsthat dealt exclusively, with special'groups --most
attempted to treat the affects of the energy-crisis on all sigments
of the population.

CSA 1.2:C67
Colder . . Darker: the Energy

-Services Administration ("by
d Low Income Americaris. Community

ce S. Grier"). -1977. 75 p.

.The report examines how Ameiican low income households have been af-
fected by the energy crisis. It is based on two. surveys conducted in 1973
and 1975 bythe Washington Center for Metropolitan Studies. The report
analyzes both the impacts and options open resulting from the crisis.
Found that the poor consumepreportionally far:less energy than other groups.
Conservation efforts are mostly centered around household heating.

Y4.Ag4:En2/pts. 1-6
The Impact of-Rising Energy'Oosts on Older Americans:' Hearings before the

Special Committee on Aging. U.S.. Senate. -Held April 5-7, 1977. In-
cludes a bibliography.

.

ft

Alb
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The terrib*.harsh experiences--especially death by freezing--:
inflictOd upon older Americans by ,the energy crisis are reported on in
this hearing, with a view towards programs to help older"Americans cope
with the energy crisis.' All economic impacts on the aged are discussed.
CIS is the only indexing tool for the document (table ofcontents is
inadequate).

(t4Xas Documents)

G 978..)9 8299 743-01
"Testimony Be flEb the Senateliakan Resources Zatmittee Concerning.In-

dividual Metering of Apartment Houses. Bill Cepeda. 1977. 4 p.

This is a transcript of Cepeda's remarks before the-committee.
,

Cepeda is on the Governor's Energy Advisory Council. He diScusses the-
desiiability of individually lietered apartments because of their con -'-
servation potential. He also encourages adoption of a building code
which will encourage insulated apartment construction. This document
is .of interest becauseit is succinct: will give the interested in-
dividual slot of information in a hurry.

Energy Conservation--What Federal, State,ghnd Local Governments are Doing
About It

To solve our energy problems; we must attack the energy crisis on
two leyels: government and7individual., This section of the bibliC
graphy contains documents that,state and explain (and criticize,
sometimes) official government policies for solving the energy
crisis in the long , and short-term methods that governments on
all levels are to cope with the present scarce and.expensive
fuel supply.

E 1.8iB85,
A Guideto'Reducing . . Energy-Use Budget Costs /Energy Projects of the

National Assoc. of Counties, National League of Cities, and the
U.S, Conference of Mayors. Dept.- of Energy. '1977. 93 p. ill.

This is,a guide developed for local governments on the muncipal and
county'levels. It shows ways in which local governments can reduce their
energy bills._ Programs are targetted at. employees,, vehicle fleets, and
building -and services. Some of the suggestions may meet with some re-
sistancd (e.g. "reduce waste pick up from twice to once a week"). Use
especially for students of public administration and public libraries.

E 1.25:0003
DOE Information The National EnerAy Act. Dept. of Energy, Office of

Public Affairs. 1978; various pagings.

This document analyzes and explains the major proviiiOns of the
National Energy Conservation Act of 1978. Each of the five major bills

/ which comprise the act is \discussed. The reasons for the provisions of
the various parts of the Act are given and the expected results are
outlined. : This is Probably' the explanati of the Natidhal Energy Act

14
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yet published...that is written in the best ton-legaleeze.

GA 1.13:EMD-78-24 '

(
';:

More Attention Sho ,d' Paid to Making the"U.S. Less Vulnerable to'
Foreign Oil Price d Supply Decisions: Report to the Congress.
General AccoUntng Office. 1978... 97 p'

This GAO repor:found-that major oil companies, out of commercial
necessity, seek to sure their own access to crude oil supplies by '-

entering into long-tpri agreements with producing countries. Theseagree-
ments help stabilize 'the sales of individual OPEC countries, thus counter-

_

acting 'tendencies toward disunity and lending further 'strength to -OPEC.
The report also conclUdes that U.S. impotence in the petroleum marketplace
may be more apparent than real, and recommends C.S.-policy.changes and
changes for specific-agencies..

OS 4.110:95-617i 7618,1-619,-620, -621 ,

The National Energy Act. U.S. General Services Administration. Public
Laws (slip laws.) 1978.

Ni

95-617 The PUblic UtilitiesRegulatory Policies. Act [92 STAT. 3117]
95 -618 The Energy Tax Act of 1978 [92 STAT, 3207]

Theillational Energy Conservation Policy Act of 1978 [92- STAT.4.1207]
95-620 ThePowerplantan4 Industrial Fuel Use Act of 1978 [92 STAT,p89]
.99.621 The Natt4.al Gas Policy Act of 1978 [92 STAT..3351]

These five public laWdtcomprise the, National Energy Act tha-twas passed
by Congressand signed into law by President Carter.. The National Energy
Act was passed.bi'Congress on October 15, 1978 after almost 11.Years of
deliberation. This Act is'the official means by which the U.S. as a
nation 4s working to solveihe energy problems of this country. The'Act
is not terriblydifficulitO read, but the tax provisions may be:difficult
for the oath:al reader to,urAerstand. ,For.a simplified explanation of
the Act, see E 1.25:0003, above. The brackets contain the citations for
these laws in Statutes at Large.

H. Document 95-138.(95-1)

National Energy Acts _Communication from.the President of the United
States. U. S. Congresa, House. 95th Congress 1st sess. 1977.. 283 p.

This is a draft of thetroposed'legislation byTresident Carter to
establish a. comprehensive national energy policy, National energy goals
arstated as well as the pribing, regulatory, tax, and non-tax provisions
proposed by the President.to reach these goals. The golsOf the national
'energy policy are: 1. reduc ion of annual growth of U.S- energy demand
to less than, 2%. 2. reducti n of the level of oil imports to less than
6 Millionbirrels per day. achievement of a 10% 'reduction in gasoline,
'consumption from-the 1977 level. 4. insulation,of 90% of all American
homes and all new buildings. 5. an increase in annual coal production to
at least 400 million tons over1276 production. 6.'use of solar energy

. in more than million homes. It is interesting and instructive to
compare Carter's plan with Fords' and the National Energy Act that was
ultimately passed by Congress...

15
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HE i9,10.0b2 (7.
.

A Selecta'Guide to Federal Energy and Educational Assistance. HEW, _Officeof EduCation, Energy and Education Action Center. 78.. 18 p.
. . . .. .

.

.
,

interest to anyone s teaching about, conductinCan-infOrmation i

In tabular form, federal financial programs are lilted which are of

utreach program, researching or data collecting'on the, ubject of energyor rprohtting. 'The table states the amount of aid available, and blow
to, apply for the aid or grant.

PrEb04.%2:En2

Potential for Energy Conservation, Staff Study. E
President, Emergency Preparedness Office. lj9' u IF

.
.

ecutive Office of
2. .259 p. ill.

This study suggests thigt energy.conservati easures can greatly.reduc U.S. energy demand by 1980. The most promi ing measures for ac-
compli hinethis are improved home insulation, morei efficient air-con-
tion g systems, a shift from highway to rail transport, and for

urban passengers a shift from automobile6 to publiC transp tation systems,
also the introduction of more.efficient 6quipmentt7 the i dustrial sector.
Includes many helpfUl graphs ankables. Perhaps ,if the m sures had
been impletnented.thy situation today would be rather less s riouss,

Y4.Ec7:En2/13
.Energy independence or interdependence,icthe Agenda with OPEC. Hearings

Befo ?e the Subcommittee-on, rgy of the Join-t'Economic\Committee.
118,,U.S.' Congress. 95-, Jan. 1 -13, 1977. 224 . ill. bibliography.

What to do about OPEC? In these hearings 'iha and other\pestions
about OPEC are raised. Many interesting points ar brought out, For
instance, there has been substantial suppbrt of th OPEC. Cartel\-by the
U.S. government.: Access is available mainly through CIS because there
is no subject index included and the table,of contents is fairly, non-descriptive.

'1

'.4.In8/13:92-1
sident's Ener

271 p. ill.

NJ

Message.. 92d Congress 1st Session. June 15, 1971.

. This is President Nixon's plan for a national energy policy. Whilethere is no index, the table of contents can be, used to locate areas
.of interest. Nixon's_energy message can be compared with the National

Energy Act of 1978.

Y10.2:En2/2
Energy Policy Alternatives. U.. Congressional Budget Office. 1977,83 p.

. Discusses the. background of the energy,problem, the goals of a
federal energy policy, and 7.e .means by which a federal energy policy
can be implemented. Details alternative energy policy packagesand

./ costs. This document helps present the views of the legislative branchwhich are not always in accord with the wishes of the. Chief Executive.
Clear carts and tabular data make the report easily readable and informative.

16
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(texas Document;) 0
,F

.

.

2G. 22§.7 R299.77-04-61 .1. .

-.,

4, IrAnalyeis of Pesident Carter's National EAer Plan, By.meikon L.I
Holloway, Governor's Energy Adviso Council. 1977.-155 p.
(unbound)

et.

This document gives a. detailed overview of. President Carter's
.Energy Plan with particular emphasis, on its impact in Texas. The'
report quantifies the impacts of the Plan on:empioyment, personS1
incomes, gross national product, gross state product, energy costs to
consumers, energy consumption, energy imports and export0,,and tax
collection.

2

G:978.8 N213e
2, .

National Energy Plan Analysis: A Texas Reslonse. Governor's Energy.
Advisory Council. 1977. 196.p.

This document joint effort with the Texas Office of State/ ,.

Federal Relations. Provides, yet anotherprediction of what the Carter
plan will do tqr -and for -Texas.

*

G 978.8 En27c vdls. 1-3
State of Texas Energy Conservation. Plan.

Council. '1977 3(?) vols.

mot

Governorts Energy Advisory

V.ol. 11 no record or publicat on and could not 12e located. Vol.
2: Plan Report (204 p.) deport de is the. state's conservation pro
gram to' Coal in the face of the decline ki-oil.and gas pioduction, and
`outlines a plan for conservation strategies to be used until advanced
Ahergy sources can be developed. Vol..3: Energy.Savingt Calcula ion
(61 p.) Presents data, mainly in tabular form of potential ever

_savings that would result'from the state's conservation programs.

Z UA 200.8 P915a
Preliminary Assessment of thelresident's National Energy Plan. University

of Texas at Austin.' 1977. 412 p.

This report was prepared by UT faculty members. It is actually a
compendium of reports (usually of around 10 to 15 pages) by various

.members of the faculty. The table of contents can be used to reach the
subject of interest: from divestiture of the oil companies, to taxes,
to solar energy.

Energy Conservation-What You Can Do on Your Own

The documents in this section are about ways that private indiViduals
can conserve enere in their own homes, businesses, and lifestyles,
until renewable sources of energy are developed.

C 1.2:En2/2 -

Thirty-three money-saving ways to Conserve Energy in your'Business. Dept.
of Commerce. 1973. .8 p. ill.

r
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T11 pamphlet is aimed at th small to imed m -sized bfisiness operator.
Thedifferent ways to. sate en gy rar e.from the novel ("use Wrared
heaters in warehouses ") to the imple-minded (use flutoeecent instead
of iheandescent light bulbS). The pubIid,tion gives tipsfor different
departments of the small business such* the admihiietrative off4daes4,
warehouse, loading dock, etc.

C 1.2sEi2/12
Total Ener Management for Hospitals. Dept. ,of/Cai440. 1978. 78 P.1.2sEm2 /3
Total EvrgY. Management fcir' ursin Domes. and Other Long=Teri Care.

. Institutions. -197,6:i'

A. :1
The documents are designed to identify proven techniques for con-

,,serving energy and.energy'dollare n the 'institutions designated. 'They
w6Fld be eXtremely helpful to pepp e'administering the instItutions., It
is possible that the series.wilI b continued under Dept. of Energy to
include other types of institution in the futire.-

17-dr1.8/3:Eh2
Energy Conservation Handbook for

Dept. of Commerce. 1974. , 1,

Stressesthat because the' bu
nation's energy supply, we can ac
by conservation in that sector.
and equipmenIkpoints of energy.co
Rained, conservation techniques A

ight Industries and Commerdial Buildings.

P. A

iness community uses about 2/3 df the
eve the most substantial energy savings

or both plant buildings and proccesses
servation Potential a identified,exp-
own,Thow long impleme tation can take,

ana how much energy savings can e expectedA4-result are estimated.
Essentially, a how-to for bueinessmen '"

. /

C13.29/2104
Window design strategies to -cdpeeiliEhergy.- Dept. of Commerce, National-. .

Bureau of Standards. 1977..400p. ill,
f'

ti

Well designed'windovis can pro` de- g. net energy designedin. Poorly designed

li
windows can cause utility bills to skyrocket. This report provides design
strategies tR make windoUs more en rgy conserving; Siting strategy and
glazing procedures are considered in addition'tb,mindow design.
. ' \ i-

C 13.29/2:1f2
'1

Window Blinds as a.Potelitial Energy Saver: .A, Case Study. Dept. of,Com-
merce, National Bureau of Standards., .4t978. 82 p.' ill. ,

/-?"41;1°

Shading devices are one of the bays to improve the energy
conservation Pfficiericy,of window, espeCiaaly-ln older buildings. The
-document discusses various types Of shades aid the resulting energy and _

dollar savings. Photographs as Well as charts, graphs,'and other illus-
trations are included.

dr,

CSA 1.9:6143-7
No heat No rent: An Urban Solar and Energy Conservation Manual. Com-

munity Services Administration. 1977. 90 p. ill..
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... Despite the title, this is a manual not about landlOrd/enant re-',...
4 lAtions, but on hoif tenement co -opens can use Solar' and' conservation .

. technology til save money. The manual helps td understand-the basicsof
installing a low-cost energy program. Includes types, amount, and-where
to install insulation, windows, how and where'to install solar. collectors
forAleating:and cooling, and where to gek them. The manualle written'
in lierybasic'language and includes many clear, helpful illustratiOns.

. - . .
E 1.21SO4/3 . . A,

Solar 'Hot I/ater and. Your Home. Dept. of Energy., 1979. ,14 p.

This.booklet goes step-by-ptep throughall the.components of .

solai hot water systems.' It is written in easy to/Understnad language e
with manyiillustrations: Shows the best angles and siting locations for
collector panels. ,The'bibliography inclUdes sources for more
motion and. directories of manufacturers. The booklet Also explains what
to look for in the warranty for a solar syste.

*

E 1.8:H75

An Energy/Conservation Curriculum Guide for Home conomics Teachers.
. Dept. of Energy, Technical Information Cent . 1977. 319 p.

,This is a contract report done for DOEbY.theJniversity of Tenn.'
The -guide is'a combination of 1) an overview of theener situation and
backgroOnd material on energy concepts and terminology,,, d 2) a complete
guide to the energy uses and practiced 'in the home, with phasis.on
measures which could be taken to' serve'eliergy:' The gui e is' intended
for use ty teischers as areferin tool and teaching aid as well as
for use by stUdents.who can use it as a.,self-instructional learning
module. This.is one of the few documents that is a comprehensive report
written especially foi comPtehensiondby highscho4 students.

'E 1.5:0018
How to Improve the. Efficiency of Your Oil -Fired Furnace.. Dept. of

Energy. 1978, 12 p. ill.
4

. A brief pamphlet that discusses achieving optimum efficiency
oil furnaces. Other pamphlets in the series include insulating water
heaters., automatic thermostat' controls,;

E 1.25 :0039
How to Saye Money by S

how to'determine'amount and kind of insulation needed in
youi , sensible heating practices, types of appliances that are
more e icient and explains how to use them more efficiently. The
booklet also gives tips for automobiles. It includes a Heating Zone
Map so that R'values for insulation needs can be calculated. Rcvalues
are the measure of thernal resistance or the ability to retard heat
flow. The higher the R, the greater the insulating value of a material.

*Ei 1.26:0001

Ever. Heard of Retrofit? A side for the H emodeler. Dept.Iof
Energy. 1977. 22 p. ill.

ing Fmergy. Dept. of Energy. 1978: 29 p.

19
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"Retrofiels used to cover all those renova ions done totave
. I

energy. The document discusses prptedure'p and wa to avoid the pit-
falls involved in retrofitting homes built before 1960 when fnel was
cheaper than insUlation. The hollowing 7 items 147 determined to, be

.cOst-beceficial across the entirecountry: caulking,&weatherstripping,
stork windows 'and.doOrsi, attic- insulation, wall insulation, underfloor

maintenance -of mechanical heat-and.a-c.systems, leaning
and insulation of'hot water syStems.

o

.2 .1:2610020 L'
Ti s for Eder saver8 inand around:the House on the Road in the

Marketplace. Dept. of Energy. 1978. p.

This booklet contains a wealth, of tips of how to.Save energy in
all. the aspects of life frqd yard work to dping the laundry to taking
vacations. 'Most of the tips are mainly common sense (e.g. close off
unoccupied rooms) but common sense about energy is something that we
have lacked in the past. Especially helpful is a list of estimated
"Annual Energy Requirements of Electric Household.Appliances." It
is on pages-32 and 33.

,-...

E 1%26:0041/(nos.)
,Energy Audit Workbook for . . . Dept. of Energy, Office of Conservation

and Solar Applications. 1978.
. ,

,,,

A series of bookleis that assist building and plant owners and
managers in performing their own energy audits in order" to apply.
ener conservation measures wisely. The workbooks usually consist
ofj.)ea list of changes that may be made at little or no'cost, 2) stef
by-st examples of energy sa, g measures, 3) a more complete list of
measure that includes those uirting an investment, 4) a followup ,

plan tha makes "your' energy savings both visible and ongoing." There
are workbooks for apartment buildings, bakeries, busAstations,.die casting
plants, hospitals, hotels:& motelS,Joffice buildings, irestiurants, schools,
and warehouses. / ,

d
E f.26:0042/1 q,,

AnIntrdduction to Solcost. Dept. of Energy, Solar Technology Transfer
210wogram. 1978. 16 p.

/
. \'.
Solcost is a research and development project of DO.. It is a

data base that can be accessed by anyone and canicalculaie system ands
costs performance for solar heated and cooled nellandF retrofit con-. ,
structions, such as residential buildings and commercial buildings.
Solcost can show optimum size and perfordance characteristics for .

,solar heating, cooling, and hot water systems; show cost comparisons
between solar .and conventional systems including tax credit advantages,
and perform heat load analyses for buildings. The data base is especially,
*useful for cJeTractors and builders, engineere,Narchitects, educatorS,
suppliers, researchers, and mortgage lenders(and bankers. The booklet .

describes ways to acces the data base, ways to obtain the Solcost Use1s
Guide, where Solcost handbooks and software copies of the data base
can be obtained.

*E'1.6:0042/2
Solcost Hot Water Handbook. Dept. of Energy, Solar Technology ansfer

'20



Program. 1978. 161.

For those` without access to timesharing computers, this handbook
cap-be filled out and'ilailed to the;Soicost Servide Center .and the
-ieetAts of the. computer;IsmaTysis will be mailed back. to the users..

. .

E.146:0042/3.

Solcost SpSCS Heating.Handbook.J)ept. of Energy Solar Technology Trans-
fer Prpgram. 1978.

same as above bUt7for'solar heating systems.

IPE:L2sAn8/3
Vnergy-Activities with Energy Ant! .Federalb,,,EneriyAdminisration.

;4977:.0). .11#page4.,.

Energy Allit was created by the FEA to tell young people about
efiefgy and.how to use it wisely. All FEAdocuments-withcall no.
;22,An8(. . .). are Energy Ant publications. They 'will be useful

for parents, elementary sch661- teachers,'and'children'slibrarians.

FB.1.22H75.
SaversHome Enemy Savers Federal Energy Administration; 1976.

ill.

This practiciaI workbook can help you decide how much money too
spend on Cutting'energy waste in order to save,' taking'into consideration
the factors that make your home different from your,neighborsk. In-
cldles climate charts, tablA and calculations that show how to find
where energy.dollats are being wasted and where they can be saved.
Covers insulation, windows, caulking, fuel types, etc.

FE 1.2 :M85

Energy Saving Electric M-oto
134.

In 1972 over 570 billion kWh were used to power over 51 millioni
electric motors. Similar HP category motors dO.Pot possest similar
levels of efficiency. This booklet explains how owners of electric
motors - -industries, small burliness, and farmers - -can determinelooth
the efficiency Ofdifferentelectric motors and the optimp HP- size
for the'load in question.

FE 1.80431
Total Energy Management: Practical Handbook on Enermr,Conservation and

Management. Federal Energy Administration. 1976. 54 p. ill.

Most commercial buildingswere designed when energy was very cheap.
This booklet deScribes how owners of office buildings and small retail

-4tistbres can use

Irgy Administration.

110

I

,9dOncept and practical considerations of energy
management syst,., which can make their buildings.more energy efficient.
The booklet explains how to-conduct a building energy use survey and
shows how to interpret (and what to do about) the survey results.

21
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'TiuckeesGuideto Fuel Savings. Federal.Energy Administration. 1976.
20p.

This booklet is part of the:PUblic relations campaign toencourage
truckers to save fuel. Scarcity of fuel itself and the fact that el
is one of the largest direct Ilperating costs for long-haul truckers e
the arguments used for fuel Conservation. There are 13 specific measures,

for using less fuel which are explained.

20

FE 1.22:0
Lighttfigrand Thermal Operations, Energy Conservation Principles applied-

to Office'Lighting., Federal Energy Administration., 1975. 299 p.

,

This israfreport Ton the past practices of lighting design which makes
suggestions for changes that can be made to make lighting design more
responsive to seneriy conservation in the future.- It does not deal with
retrofit.

FE 1.22:20

Guidelines for Saving Energy in Existing Buildings, Building.Cwnets and
Operators Manual._ Federal Energy Admpistration. 1975. 300 p. ill.

The manual was prepared to help building owners, managers, and oc-
cupants conserve' energy without being forded:toinvest la,t'ge amounts of
money to do so. The manual includes over.2004ages worth.of such methOds.
and indicates the amount of money each conservation measure can.be-ex-
l.pected to save for different geographic regions. The authors point out
that the General Services Administration implemented these measures in
its over 10,000 buildings which it operates anck achieved an average
annual energy savings of over 30%

HH 1.2:En2/978

Be an Energy Miser in Your Home. Housing and Urban Development Dept.
1978. unpaged., _

A typical list of energysaving tips put out by HUD. They are'
quite similar to other such lists. Includes bliography.

HH 1.2:So4/3
Solar Dwelling Design Concepts. Dept. of Rousing and Urban Development
* and the American Institute of Architects ResearchCorp. 176.

146 p. ill.

This is an exoellant document whiCh serves as an introduction for
consumers, designers, and builders interested in solar heating and
cooling. It is very good because it includes designs and photographs
of actual solar homes and buildings. Also includes mobile and modular
housing.,

Y3.T22/2:SoLo?Vol. 1, -v01.2
Application 6f Solar Technology to Today's EnerR*-Ueeds. U.S. Congress,

Office of Technology Assessment. 1978. 756.p. ill.

2.2
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Volume 1 presents the results of an analysis of solar energy systems
designed fOr homes, apartMeat buildings, shopping centers,Andustries:,-
and small communities. Volume 2 ziyes the assumptions made and techniques
used fqr 'conducting the analysis.

..(TecDocuments)

Z TA 290.8 P691
.

P ain Talk About Buying or%Building an Energy-Eff cient Home: A Guide
to Energy Saviws'for the New Home Buyer. Energy Advisory Service,'
Texas A & M University. 1977. 9-p. .

Briefly discusses and. shows with illustrations and photOZ:some
points to look for in deteriining if a homewill be energy efficient .

such ass wall material and insulation, type of glass used, heating
and a-c systems, attic ventilation, and air duct insulation.. Also gives

cast---benefitanalysii.

Future Sources of EnergY

It is clear that new sources of energy other than petroleum must
be utilized in order to solve the energy crisis. The documents here
explain alternate sources of energy fc5r the fUture, and discuss
the research and development that is being done on them.

E 1.19:0008 &
Final-Report,2f the Ad Hoc Experts Group on Fusion. Dept. of Energy.

1978. 24 p.

. The generation of electricity. from fusion is
exhaustible energy sources.that can significantly
solution of. the long range world energy prOblip.
the current.state of fusion energy research.`r

E 1.2 :N27

.Near Term Electric Vehicle-Program. Dept. of Energy, 1978 20 p.

fail
document, in addition to its intrinsic interest, Would be

useful especially,to the student. Electric cars are a viably:, solution
to at least the-gasoline part. of the energy shortage."

SJ..25:0004. .

Energy Films'on Conservation, Environment Fusions General,. Geothermal,
, History, Nuclear, 'Solar, Transportation, for Television, Schools,

Clubs, Meetings. Dept. of Energy. OE Film Library. 1977. 8 p.
. .

one of only 3 in-
contribute to the.
The booklet reviews

. You can choope from a list of 25 film
the DOE film library. Running 'tithe and d
for each film. The booklet includes's to
film has a subject annotation. They are
Library, Technical Information Center,
378302 !

which may be borrowed from
e of production are given
for reservations. Each

vailable from: DOE Film
Box 62, Oak Ridge, Tenn.



E.1.25:0034
27 Energy .Films on Coal, Conservatioa Fusioa; Geothermal, Nuclear
Saar, Tor.Schools, Colleges, Universitiesi Libraries, and IndustrY

Department of Energy, 12 p. ill.

These films-were produced by DOEas'part of its informatioa and
educational program. The\films may be borrowed free of charge froM:

Energy Film library
DOE TechniCal Information. Center
PO. o L
Oak

BRid6g2
TN '37830e

ar.purchased (prices are given) from:
National Audiovisual Center .

National Archives and. RecordsBerviCe
General Services Admini. Order Section FF
Washington, D.C. 20409

Al are 16mm, color, and running times are incldded with the subject
content annotations.

ER 1.11:'ERDA-77-32. 6

Summary Report, Federal Wind Energy Program. .Energy Research and
Development Administration. 1977. 56 p. ill:

The Federal Wind Energy. Program is designed to allow the earliest
possible implementation of wind power. 'This document briefly describes
what the program is dbingia terms of: research and development, 'field-,
testing on large and small scales', and developing the technological
capability of private industry so that wind energy systems can be made
available for sale at the earliest possible date.

ER 1.11:ERDA -47/(1-8)
Solar Program essment: Environmental Factors. Energy Researah

Development Administration. 1977. 8 vols.

LL

contents: Vol. 1 Solar Heating and Cooling of pgs. 'Vol. 2
Solar Agricultural and Industrial Process Heat. r'3 Photovoltaics.
Vol. 4 Solar TherMal Electric. Vol. 5 Solar Total Energy Systems;
Vol. 6 Wind Energy Conversion. Vol. 7 Fuels from Biomass. Vol. .8
Ocean Thermal Energy Conversign.

' This. series of reports; written, for the most part in fairly'non-technical-
language, ditusses possible-hazards to health and to the environment of
the eight federally funded non- nuclear energy sources. The word-environ-
ment somewhat nbaleading here: . e.g. one possible environmental hazard
bf solar water heating is that the ethylene glycol transfer solution c uld
leak into the potable water. The titles are fairly self-explanatory,:
except for "biomass". Biomass is energy obtained from burning material
grown for that purpose (wood) on plantations.' This series is useful for
study because there are very few sources which discuss pollution and

.

hazards from-fuels other than coal, petroleum, and nuclear.

FE 1.2:So4/3
Buying-Solar. By Joe Dawson. Federal Energy Administration.° 1976.

76 maps.

This publication is a must for anyone thinking of buying a solar , .

energy system. It gives guidelines for buying'eystems, helps eliminate
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risksi and gives info tion,tO the consuiier which. will kelp protect
against fraud and detion. The document explains everything abopt
solar systems from proper collector area andorientation for your.
geographic-regton to'samplevarranties.

-

I 63.21tii2

.

4

Clean Energyfrom Coal Technology. Department of the Interior, 1973.
. 43 p.

',The key element of the Department of Interior't program to trans-
form coal into. clean energy is the conversion of coal to. high-energy
pipeline quality gat. This document explains, the several procedures
for gassification of coal so that the non - scientist can. understand them.`°
Coalgatsification is a very important energy possibility for the U.S.

.

becausenearly'half of the world's coal reserves are located in North
America.

NS 1.2:W72/2 . .

Wind Machines. By Frank R.Eldridge. ,National Science Foundation. 1975.
ill. graphs.

There are manyways'toget useful energy froi the wind. This
document provides .a survey of the history, viability, and future po-
tential of the various types of wind machines that may be used.to help
meet futUre energy demands.

Z---
.(z

PrEx 4.22En2/2
Potential for Energy Conservation, Substitute for Scarce Fuels,- Staff

Study. Executive Office of the President, Emergency Prepared-
ness Office. 1973. 114 p. ill.

The publication is a staff report on the feasibility of substi-
Ytutiogcoal for etroleum fuels. The summary-and clear charts and
statistical info tion make this document useful for undergraduates
and high-school udents for preparation of research papers, debates,

' etc. on the subject. The report deals-with speCifics.of how Much"
coal would be'needed to substantially reduce dependence on oil. Does
not deal,_yith other sources of, energy.

4.Sci2:95/ss
,

Energy.from Geothermal Resources. U.S..Cdngress. 1978. 165 P. ill.

This document covers most aspects of g4 thermal, beginning with
, a history of its use and continuing with its geOlogy, technology, global
distribution,, economics, and environmental aspects. The document
also eviews the legal and legislative aspects of geothermal energy.

.

Texas Documents).
.

G 978.8 En27f
Texas Energy- - Future Sources. Governor's Energy Advitory Council.

1976.16p.

.Because the Texas economy depends heavily on oil and natural gas-energy, state officials.and residents are very interested. in the energy
outlook for our existing resources and energy replacements. This document

r.
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gives an overview of petroleum prodUction, and ten explains the research-
and development projects in Texas for "coalt nuclear, solar, wind, geo-;
thermal, and solid waste as' esergy sources.

I
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